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Machine Learning

I Machine Learning is a term that computer scientists use for
statistics

I As computer scientists focus on different problems, the
emphasis on certain techniques differs between machine
learning and statistics

I Conventional statistics focuses on description, theory testing,
and causal inference

I Machine learning focuses on prediction

I Conventional statistics relies more heaving on parametric (and
sometimes, semiparametric) models with a small number of
unknown parameters

I Machine learning places a greater emphasis on non-parametric
methods, methods with a very large number of parameters,
clustering, and multidimensional scaling
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I Supervised learning: the data consist of a matrix of IVs and a
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Unsupervised Learning

I For unsupervised learning, the input is a matrix X with D
rows and K columns

• Rows could represent documents and columns could represent
words in the document—the entries Xdk would represent the
number of times the word k appears in document d

• Rows could represent legislators and columns could represent
votes, with Xdk = 1 if legislator d voted yea on vote k and
Xdk = 0 if the legislator voted nay on that vote

• Rows could represent a sample of individuals and columns
could represent DNA markers, with Xdk representing the value
of DNA marker k for individual d

• Rows could represent time and columns could represent
countries, with Xdk representing the growth rate of country k
at time d
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Unsupervised Learning

I Clustering model:

• Suppose there exists a zd ∈ {1, 2, ...,K} and that
Xd|zd ∼ fk(Xd; θk)

• Here, the hidden variables, zd, determine which cluster data
point d belongs to

• We can ‘predict’ Xd based on zd
• The clustering model is a data-reduction technique, where a

high-dimensional vector Xd is summarized by a single integer
zd

• The hope is that zd will have some important meaning that
will not be apparent from analyzing Xd directly
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Unsupervised Learning

I If X represents roll call votes, when applying a scaling model,
we hope that z represents a one-dimensional or
multi-dimensional ideological structure

I If X represents growth rates of countries over time, when
applying a scaling model, we hope that z represents one or
more dimensions reflecting global economic trends (for
example, the state of Europe-dependent economies and
China-dependent economies

I If X represents words in party manifestos texts, when applying
a scaling model, we hope that z represents a one-dimensional
or multi-dimensional ideological structure

• It may not... it may instead pick up the tendency of the
political culture in certain countries to use legal language and
in other counties to use poetic language
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I If X represents words in television news transcripts, when
applying a clustering model, we hope that z represents the
issue topic that is being discussed

• It may not... it may pick up the fact that certain speakers may
use common language and other speakers use formal language

I When applying such models (unless we have extensive
experience on similar applications), we have to verify the
interpretation of z

I In this lecture, we will focus on clustering models—we will
consider scaling models (the techniques used for ideal point
estimation) later in the semester
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Unsupervised Learning

I We will also focus on clustering models for the special case
where each Xdk denotes a count, rather than more generally
applicable algorithms where Xdk ∈ R

I Consider a vocabulary of words index by {1, 2, ...,K}, where
K is the number of words in the vocabulary

I We let wdn = k if the nth word in document d is the word k

I Let Nd denote the number of words in document d

I Note that Xdk =
∑Nd

n=1 1{wdn = k}
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Unsupervised Learning

I Most common approach for document clustering (called
Topic Models) is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

I Similar (or identical) models go back a long way, but Blei, Ng
and Jordan (2003) get credit

I Assume there are L topics

I Let zdn ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} denote the topic of the nth word in
document d

I Let θdl denote the probability that a given word in document
d belongs to topic l, where θd ∈ ∆L

I We can write zdn ∼ CategoricalL(θd)

I Let φlk denote the probability that word k belongs to topic l

I We can write wdn ∼ CategoricalK(φzdn)
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I We would like to place priors on φ and θ

I We assume that φlk are independent across l

I Each φl has to be positive and sum to 1

I We assume that θdl are independent across d

I Each θd has to be positive and sum to 1

I We need a distribution over positive vectors that sum to 1
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Unsupervised Learning

I The Beta distribution has parameters α and β

I For a random variable X ranging from 0 to 1, the density of a
beta random variable is given by,

fX(x;α, β) = xα−1(1−x)β−1

B(α,β)

where,

B(α, β) = Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+β) (beta function)

Γ(z) =
∫∞
x=0 x

z−1e−xdx (gamma function)



Unsupervised Learning

I The Dirichlet distribution is a multivariate generalization of
the beta distribution:

fX(x;α) = 1
B(α)

∏D
d=1 x

αd−1
d

where,

B(α) =
∏D
d=1 Γ(αd)∑D
d=1 Γ(αd)

I The mean of a Dirichlet distribution is given by,

E[Xd] = αd∑D
d′=1 αd′

I If you make all of the αs bigger (without changing the
magnitudes of each alpha relative to the sum), you will
preserve the mean, while decreasing the variances
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• φk ∼ DirichletL(β)
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I Of primary interest in LDA is the parameter θ, which
determines the proportion of each topic within a document

I Of secondary interest is φ, which helps interprets what the
topics are
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I Selection L and priors:

• We typically would preselect L at some arbitrary values, and
choose a model that leads to interpretable topics

• In principal, we could use Bayesian model selection tools to
select L

• Typically, we would select all elements of α to be equal and all
elements of β to be equal

• Higher values for α: most documents contain few topics
• Lower values for α: most documents contain most topics
• Higher values for β: most documents contain similar words
• Lower values for β: most documents contain a variety of words
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Unsupervised Learning

I LDA model typically estimated one of two ways:

• Variational Inference: approximate Bayes inference assuming
that posterior is composed of independent blocks (Grimmer,
2011)

• Collapsed Gibbs Sampler: A version of the gibbs sampler
where some of the parameters are integrated out by hand
(Heinrich, 2004)

I Interpretation of the topics is based on φlk (based on words
with highest values for each topic)

I Alternatives to LDA are considered in Grimmer (2010), Quinn
et al. (2010), and Roberts et al. (2014)
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Supervised Learning

I Under supervised learning, we observe a sample,
(y1, X1), (y2, X2), ..., (yD, XD), where yd ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}

I Called a classification problem
• L = 2: binary classification
• L > 2: multi-class classification
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Supervised Learning

Naive Bayes

I Naive Bayes is a technique for supervised learning that is
specialized towards text data

I Don’t be fooled by the insulting name

I For each document, indexed by d, we observe a vector
wdn ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}:

Pr(yd = l|wd) = Pr(yd=l,wd)
Pr(wd) = Pr(wd|yd=l) Pr(yd=l)

Pr(wd)

∝ Pr(wd|yd = l) Pr(yd = l)
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Naive Bayes

I Note that,

Pr(wd1, wd2, wd3|yd = l)
= Pr(wd1|yd = l, wd2, wd3)Pr(wd2, wd3|yd = l)

= Pr(wd1|yd = l, wd2, wd3)Pr(wd2|yd = l, wd3)Pr(wd3 =
l|yd = l)

I We make the conditional independence assumption:

Pr(wd|yd = l) =
∏Nd
n=1 Pr(wdn|yd = l)

I We have,

Pr(yd = l|wd) ∝
(∏Nd

n=1 Pr(wdn|yd = l)
)

Pr(yd = l)
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Naive Bayes

I Define the unknown parameters:

• φlk = Pr(wdn|yd = l)
• τl = Pr(yd = l)

I The likelihood is:

L(y|X;φ, τ) =
∏D
d=1

(∏Nd
n=1 φydwdn

)
τyd

I Define:

Wl =
∑D

d=1 1{yd = l}
Wkl =

∑D
d=1 1{yd = l}Xdk

I The likelihood is:

L(y|X;φ, τ) =
∏
k,l

(
φWkl
kl

)∏
l

(
τWl
l

)
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Naive Bayes

I Define MLE as,

(φ̂, τ̂) = arg max
(φ,τ):

∑
l φkl=1,

∑
l τl=1

L(y|X;φ, τ)

I One can determine that,

τ̂l = Wl
D

φ̂kl = Wkl∑
l′ Wk,l′
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Supervised Learning

Naive Bayes

I We ultimately want a prediction for each data point

I We can select the prediction which is most likely given Xd for
the document

ŷd = arg max
l

Pr(yd = l|Xd) = arg max
l

log(Pr(yd = l|Xd))

= arg max
l

∑K
k=1Xdk log Wkl∑

l′ Wk,l′
+ log Wl

D

I Note that if there exists an k such that Wkl = 0, the objective
for that category is negative infinity

I This means that if a document has a single word that is never
observed in documents of type l, we can never predict that
the document can be in class l

I This is extremely problematic!
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Supervised Learning

Naive Bayes

I A fix is to use smoothing parameters:

τ̂l = Wl
D

φ̂kl = Wkl+λ∑
l′ Wk,l′+Lλ

I Here, if Wkl = 0, φ̂kl = λ∑
l′ Wk,l′+Lλ

I For a justification, we will consider a Bayesian estimator
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Naive Bayes

I The posterior is given by,

Pr(φ, τ |y, w) ∝ Pr(y|φ, τ,X)π(φ)π(τ)

I Let us select the priors:

τ ∼ DirichletL(λ− 1)
φk ∼ DirichletL(λ− 1)

I We have,

Pr(φ, τ |y,X)

∝
∏
k,l

(
φWkl
kl

)∏
l

(
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Supervised Learning

Naive Bayes

I Thus,
φk|y,X ∼ DirichletL(Wkl + λ)
τ |y,X ∼ DirichletL(Wl + λ)

I Since each doesn’t depend on the other, they are
independent, hence we can use the posterior mean for each as
a point estimator

I The posterior means are the MLEs with the smoothing
parameter correction suggested earlier
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Supervised Learning

Naive Bayes

I How can we select the smoothing parameter, λ?

I Nonparametric models (models with an infinite number of
unknown parameters) and models with a very large number of
parameters have a similar tuning parameter for model
complexity

I Cross-validation (CV) is a technique for selecting these
tuning parameters
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Supervised Learning

Cross-validation

I We will illustrate cross-validation using a nonparametric
problem:

yn = f0(xn) + εn, E[εn|xn] = 0

I Consider f̂(xn; β̂0:p) =
∑p

i=0 β̂ix
i
n

I Assume that given p, β̂ is estimated using least squares:

β̂0:p = arg min
β0:p

∑N
n=1

(
yn − f̂(xn;β0:p)

)2

I There exists choices of pN where pN →∞ as N →∞ such

that f̂
prob.−→ f0

I We still need a way to choose p in practice
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Supervised Learning

Cross-validation

I An idea—choose p to minimize predicted mean-squared error:

M̂SEp = 1
N

∑N
n=1

(
yn − f̂(xn; β̂0:p)

)2

I The problem with this is that M̂SEN = 0 (because we can
perfectly fit a set of N points with an N -degree polynomial)

I Selecting p = N will lead to really bad over-fitting
I Suppose instead we divide our sample into a training set
N1 ∈ {1, ..., N} and a test set N2 ∈ {1, ..., N}

I For each p, estimate β̂0:p on the training set:

β̂0:p = arg min
β0:p

∑
n∈N1

(
yn − f̂(xn;β0:p)

)2

I Calculate the MSE on the test set:

M̂SEp = 1
|N2|

∑
n∈N2

(
yn − f̂(xn; β̂0:p)

)2
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(due to independence)

I If the estimated MSE is not computed on the training data, it
will be an unbiased estimator for the true MSE, apart from a
constant that doesn’t depend on p
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Supervised Learning

Cross-validation

I Cross-validation involves computing a measure of model fit on
a different data set than the parameters are estimated on

I If this practice is followed, CV will lead to an unbiased
estimate of model fit for a given value of the tuning parameter

I For nonparametric models, optimizing tuning parameters on
the training set will definitely lead to problems

I For parametric models, we would still have consistency (due to
the fact that the tuning parameter would be no different than
the other parameters), though we would lose unbiasedness

I Models with a finite, but large number of parameters are an
intermediate case, but CV is typically needed to avoid
over-fitting
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Supervised Learning

Cross-validation

I Computing the model fit on a test set, after optimizing the
tuning parameter on the same test set, will not lead to an
unbiased estimate of the MSE (a second test set could be
used to avoid this issue)

I Other measures of model fit:

• Percent correctly predicted:
1
|N2|

∑
n∈N2

(ynŷn + (1− yn)(1− ŷn)), where ŷn ∈ {0, 1} is

the prediction
• Geometric mean probability:

1
|N2|

∑
n∈N2

(ynp̂n + (1− yn)(1− p̂n)), where p̂n ∈ [0, 1] is a

prediction for the probability that yn = 1
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Cross-validation

I How do we select the training and test set:

• Most important: select these randomly !
• Selecting the test set too big means we are training on very

little data
• Selecting the training set too big means we are testing on very

little data
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Supervised Learning

Cross-validation

I Alternative approach: leave-one-out cross validation

I Estimate parameters on the entire sample except one data
point, compute the model fit using just that one data point

I Report the average CV, leaving out every possible data point

I Benefit: parameter estimates use essentially all of the data,
but so does the model fit estimate

I Drawback: computationally expense (slower by a factor of N !)
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I Alternative approach: K-fold cross validation

I Divide sample into K random equally sized subsets

I Estimate parameters on all data except for a subset, compute
the model fit using just the data from that subset

I Report the average CV over the K subsets

I Benefit: parameter estimates use most of the data (if K is
relatively large, e.g. K = 10), and the model fit estimate uses
all of the data

I Drawback: slower by a factor of K, which is better than
slower by a factor of N
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Supervised Learning

Logistic Regression (LASSO / Ridge)

I Consider the binary classification model (with yd ∈ {0, 1}):

Pr(yd = 1|Xd) = eα+β
′Xd

1+eα+β
′Xd

I We can write the likelihood as,

l(y,X;α, β) =
∑N

n=1 yd log eα+β
′Xd

1+eα+β
′Xd

+ (1− yd) 1

1+eα+β
′Xd

I In applications to text, dim((α, β)) could easily bigger than
the sample size

I Similarly to Naive Bayes, we need to apply regularization:

• L2 regularization (ridge regression)
• L1 regularization (LASSO)
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Logistic Regression (LASSO / Ridge)

I Ridge regression:

(α̂, β̂) = arg max
(α,β)

Q(α, β; y,X) = l(y,X;α, β)− λβ′β

for a fixed value of λ > 0

I Suppose that we assume a priors,

α ∼ Unif(−∞,∞)
β ∼ N(0, 1

2λ
−1I)

I We have,

Pr(α, β|y, x) ∝ L(y, x;α, β)π(α)π(β) ∝ L(y, x;α, β)e−λβ
′β

log Pr(α, β|y, x) ∝ l(y, x;α, β)− λβ′β
I Ridge regression maximizes a Bayesian posterior with

independent mean zero normal priors, where λ is inversely
related to the variance of the prior
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I Lasso:

Q(α, β) = l(α, β) + λ||β||1 = l(α, β) + λ
∑J

j=1 |βj |

I The Laplace (or double-exponential) distribution is given by,

fX(x;µ, b) = 1
2be
−1
b |x−µ|

I Consider the prior which assume that βj are independent
βj ∼ DE(0, λ−1):

Pr(α, β|y, x) ∝ L(y, x;α, β)π(α)π(β)

∝ L(y, x;α, β)e−λ
∑J
j=1 |βj |

log Pr(α, β|y, x) ∝ l(y, x;α, β)− λ||β||1
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Supervised Learning

Logistic Regression (LASSO / Ridge)

I Note that the LASSO objective function is not differentiable,
making optimization potentially harder

I One implementation is cyclical coordinate descent (e.g.
glmnet)

I Alternative implementations are based on nonlinear
programming

I Cyclical coordinate descent may does not converge for a small
value of λ, or may be very slow

I In practice, cyclical coordinate descent is implemented using
homotopy methods, where a large λ is initially chosen, and
larger λs are used to obtain starting values for progressively
smaller λs
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smaller λs
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Logistic Regression (LASSO / Ridge)

I Combining the ridge and LASSO constraints leads to elastic
nets:

Q(α, β) = l(α, β) + λ1||β||1 + λ2||β||2
= l(α, β) + λ1

∑J
j=1 |βj |+ λ2

∑J
j=1 β

2
j

I Ridge and LASSO easily extend to the multi-class
classification problem (using a multinomial logit model), the
ordered classification problem (using an ordered logit or
ordered probit model), and the continuous classification
problem (using the least squares model)
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Support Vector Machines

I Support Vector Machines (SVMs) depart quite a bit from
conventional statistics

I Xd denote points in multidimensional space and yd denotes a
predicted outcome

I We would like to select a line that divides the points in Xd

such that all points on one side have yd = 1 and all points on
the other side have yd = −1

I Suppose that this is possible...

I In this case, there will be multiple such lines

I To choose a unique line for performing the classification, we
create two lines that are parallel to each other
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I We denote these lines by the equations w′X + b = 1 and
w′X + b = −1

I We select w and b such that all points on one side of
w′X + b = 1 have yd = 1 and all points on the other side of
w′X + b = −1 have yd = −1

I We then make these lines as far apart as possible

I Distance between these two lines:

2
||w||2 = 2√

w′w

I To maximize this distance, we can minimize w′w
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I We can set this up as an optimization problem,

min
(w,b):yd(w′Xd+b)≥1∀d

w′w

I Classifier becomes yd = sign(w′Xd + b)

I If we push the hyperplanes as far apart as possible, they will
touch up against some of the Xds

I This leads to the name of the classifier, since Xd are support
vectors

I This is called a hard margin SVM

I The need for perfect fit makes hard margin SVMs not very
useful
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I Consider a linear classifier w′Xd + b
I As mistake will occur when yd(w

′Xd + b) < 0

I The more negative the number, the bigger the mistake since
this means that the point was far away from the line

I Let 1− ξd quantify the size of the mistake
I We can require that yd(w

′Xd + b) ≥ 1− ξd, which limits the
size of the mistake

I We can then use the objective function 1
2w
′w + C

∑D
d=1 ξd

I Here, we penalize both planes that are too close together and
lines that allow bigger mistakes

I We consider the constraints yd(w
′Xd + b) ≥ 1− ξd and

ξd ≥ 0 (where the second constraint disallows credit for
negative mistakes)

I This is called a soft margin SVM
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φ(Xd)

I Example:

φ(Xd) = (1, Xd1, Xd2, X
2
d1, X

2
d2, Xd1Xd2)

I We can apply the same setup to obtain,

min
(w,b,ξ):yd(w′φ(Xd)+b)≥1−ξd,ξd≥0,∀d

w′w + C
∑D

d=1 ξd
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I Useful trick—the kernel trick

I Lagrangian:

L(w, b, ξ, β, δ) = 1
2w
′w + C

∑D
d=1 ξd −∑D

d=1 αd(yd(w
′φ(Xd) + b)− 1 + ξd)−

∑D
d=1 δdξd

I Taking first-order conditions with respect to w, b, and ξd:

w =
∑D

d=1 αdydφ(Xd)∑D
d=1 αdyd = 0
C = αd + δd

ξd = 1− yd(w′φ(Xd) + b) or ξd = 0

I Plugging in w and ξd,

max
(α,C)

1
2

∑D
d=1

∑D
d′=1 αdαd′ydyd′φ(Xd)

′φ(Xd′) + C
∑D

d=1 αd

s.t.
∑D

d=1 αdyd = 0 and 0 ≤ αd ≤ C.

I This is called the dual and has the same solution
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I The last part of trick is that φ(Xd)
′φ(Xd′) can be easily

computed

• Linear kernel: φ(Xd)
′φ(Xd′) = X ′dXd′

• Polynomial kernel: φ(Xd)
′φ(Xd′) = (1 +X ′dXd′)

q where
φ(Xd) include all polynomials up to degree q

• Gaussian (or radial) kernel:

φ(Xd)
′φ(Xd′) = e−(Xd−Xd′ )

′(Xd−Xd′ )/2σ
2

, which corresponds
to an infinite dimension feature space

I There exist extensions to SVMs that deal with the multiclass
classification problem (by reducing the multiclass problem to
multiple binary classification problems) as well as the case of
continuous classification (using Support Vector Regression)
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continuous classification (using Support Vector Regression)
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Supervised Learning

k-Nearest Neighbors

I With k-Nearest Neighbors, our predicted values is based on
the k closest point in the training set

ŷ = 1
k

∑
d∈Kk(X) yd

where Kk(X) are the k closest values of {X1, X2, ..., XT } to
X

I A value of k can be chosen on a training set, using K-fold
cross validation, or even leave one out cross validation



Dictionary Coding

I Loosely speaking, we can think of dictionary coding as
analogous to selecting β to be 0 or 1 based on expert
judgement (or borrowed from another application)

I A dictionary is a set of terms or multiple terms, possibly
including wildcards

• democratic
• democrat* matches democrat, democratic, democrats, etc.
• wage hike matches instances in which the words wage and hike

appear next to each other in that order

I Dictionary coding typically works off a processed text, not the
document feature matrix

I In some ways, dictionaries are more flexible than supervised
learning:

• Dictionaries often used to check whether one term is near
another term in the text

• Matches can be wildcards or multiple words, without having to
consider the who space of n-grams
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Dictionary Coding

I Where do dictionaries come from?

• Certain dictionaries can be relatively multi-purpose, e.g.
positive sentiment, negative sentiment, negations

• Dictionaries can be created based on expert judgement: to
identify when a document is discussing the election, we could
create a dictionary of words – {trump, clinton, pence, kaine,
gary johnson, governer johnson, weld, election, voting,
turnout, polls, ...}
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Evaluating and Comparing Methods

I Measures of fit:

• Percent correctly predicted
• Sensitivity : percent of 1’s correctly predicted
• Specificity : percent of 0’s correctly predicted
• Geometric mean probability : average probability of correct

prediction
• Modal category : can achieve sensitivity or specificity of 1 (but

the opposite is 0)



Evaluating and Comparing Methods

Naive Bayes

I Let P be the number of non-zeroes in the feature matrix

I Computational cost of Naive Bayes is O(P )
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LASSO/Ridge
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O(P )

I Number of iterations will typically grow slowly with the
problem size
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Evaluating and Comparing Methods

Support Vector Machines

I The computational cost of SVM depends on whether the
primal or dual formulation is used

I Quadratic programming requires solving a linear system where
the quadratic part of the objective function is appended to the
linear constraints

I Primal:

min
(w,b,ξ):yd(w′φ(Xd)+b)≥1−ξd,ξd≥0,∀d

w′w + C
∑D

d=1 ξd

I The size of the (sparse) linear system is 3F +D + 1, where F
is the number of features

I Dual:

max
(α,C)

1
2

∑D
d=1

∑D
d′=1 αdαd′ydyd′φ(Xd)

′φ(Xd′) + C
∑D

d=1 αd

s.t.
∑D

d=1 αdyd = 0 and 0 ≤ αd ≤ C.

I The size of the (dense) linear system is 2D + 2
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Evaluating and Comparing Methods

Support Vector Machines

I The cost of solving a dense linear system of size n is O(n3)

I Solving the dual problem is thus O(D3)

I The cost of solving a sparse linear system depends on the
sparsity pattern, but it would be at least O(m), where m is
the number of non-zeros in the matrix

I For the primal problem, m = F + 4D + P

I If F is large, primal solution will be very slow

I If D is small, dual solution will be fast, regardless of F

I Sometimes linear SVM will be faster using the primal method,
but often SVM are used because they are nonparamteric

I Nonlinear kernel typically lead to very large F , making the
primal method infeasible
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Evaluating and Comparing Methods

k-Nearest Neighbors

I Computational cost of k-NN is O(D2)



Evaluating and Comparing Methods

Method
Code Training

Data?
Computational

Cost
Interpretable? Nonparametric?

Dictionary Coding No Low Yes No
LDA No High Yes No
Naive Bayes Yes Low Yes No
LASSO/Ridge Yes Low Yes No
k-NN Yes Medium No Yes
SVM (linear kernel) Yes High Yes No
SVM (guassian kernel) Yes High No Yes
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